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Christian Discipleship Seen Through a Constructive-Developmental Lens
AYME 2022, San Diego
Theresa A. O’Keefe, PhD

Abstract: Christian discipleship can mean many things, but in one way or another it involves
how persons interpret their world, affiliate with others in community, and express their agency as
Christians. This paper reads those three elements (interpretation, affiliation and agency)
through the constructive-developmental lens of Robert Kegan. The intent is to provide youth
ministry educators with means of understanding and working with young people towards
discipleship.

Gentle reader,
This paper remains unfinished.  However, I am mindful of deadlines, and have submitted it as
such for the conference. Please excuse any roughness in the text. I hope that at the conference
we can have a fuller conversation about the ideas started here. I value your feedback and it is
for that reason that I risk putting unfinished work in front of you.

Introduction

In this paper I argue three main points.
1. Constructive-developmental theory offers great insights on development, especially

among adolescents and young adults. It is particularly valuable for understanding how
youth exhibit religious belief and affiliation.

2. It needs to be read with greater nuance especially as it pertains to agency and affiliation,
particularly within the two-step movement of early and later formal-operational thought.

3. The constructive developmental framework helps us identify moments at which specific
approaches are most effective for formation in discipleship.

I. Constructive Developmental Theory
Constructive Developmental theory is a branch of developmental psychology that offers
frameworks for identifying changes in the human capacity for meaning-making. The field has
grown over the past few decades, originating from Jean Piaget’s (cognition) and Lawrence
Kohlberg’s (moral) developmental work.1 Piaget claimed that persons grew in their cognitive
complexity as they aged from early childhood to adolescence. Kolberg’s research established
that this change allowed for changes in moral reasoning. For both, the focus was largely on
cognition.  Later contributors - Robert Kegan, James Fowler, Sharon Daloz Parks, and Marcia
Baxter Magolda - have built on this foundation to discover how these cognitive changes are
interwoven with interpersonal and intrapersonal changes. Each theorist has made particular
contributions to the field, but there are strong foundational points of agreement among them.

1 A good summary of the development of theories can be found in James Fowler, “Faith and the
Structuring of Meaning” in Faith Development and Fowler, ed. By Craig Dykstra and Sharon Parks.
(Birmingham, AL: Religious Education Press, 1986).
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● That thinking and emotions were not separate activities in meaning-making, but
intertwined and mutually informing,

● That growth does not imply rejecting what was previously known, but subsuming it and
organizing it within a wider framework of meaning.

● That the individual is always in individual relationships and social contexts, but is not
automatically aware of such.

● That as the individual becomes able to identify relationships and social contexts, they
become more aware of their obligations to, freedom within and influence on these
relationships.

● That development involves both long periods of transition, and moments of equilibrium.

According to constructive developmental research, the span from late childhood to emerging
adulthood is one of the most dynamic in terms of growth in meaning making. The growing
person has the potential to dramatically change how he or she sees and makes sense of their
world and their relationship with others. Thus, understanding the nature of that growth can be
very helpful for youth ministers and educators,  as changes in meaning making necessarily have
implications for religious belief and belonging.

As a religious educator, I find constructive developmental theory a helpful framework for ministry
education, for the theoretical framework aligns well with my theological outlook. As a Christian I
believe in one God as the source of all creation, visible and invisible; I believe that I continue to
encounter the resurrected Jesus in the world today; and I believe that the Holy Spirit is ever
blessing and vivifying life in countless ways. As a person of Christian faith, I am constantly
challenged to expand my awareness of God as wider than, different from, and more intimately
present than I can imagine at any moment.

While not explicitly named by the theorists, constructive developmental theory reflects a
presumption in the interconnectedness of all things, particularly human persons. The theory
argues that developmental growth is the growing awareness of this interconnectedness. Growth
involves the ability to see one’s self within an increasingly complex and wide ranging web of
relationships.

For example, the older child, who unselfconsciously sees him or herself as the center of their
world, can take responsibility for him or herself, but is less able to accurately see how he or she
impacts others. Yet, as he or she comes into adolescence and young adulthood, he or she
becomes able to recognize the individual and social relationships around them. As such, he or
she can learn to be responsible to those relationships, acting in ways that are expected and
appropriate. They easily align with those “like” them, even as they tend to dismiss others.
However, if they mature further as they enter mature adulthood, they can see the influence he or
she has over those relationships and social settings, such that he or she can take on leadership
and responsibility for those relationships and social settings. Also they develop a greater
understanding and appreciation of those who are different, as somehow connected even in their
differences. By identifying a networked perspective, the constructive developmental framework
offers a view of the person as never independent of or separate from relationships and social
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worlds, but increasingly able to see and take responsibility for his or her agency therein. As
such, it is a helpful framework for understanding growth in Christian discipleship.

However, I find that many people tend to interpret the movement described within these
frameworks as a movement from mindless belonging and adherence to external authorities,
toward an independent stance, free of the influence of authorities and relationships. There are
likely several things which drive this interpretation. One may simply be a lack of real familiarity
with the theories and how to interpret them in context.  Another may be the language the
theorists use. The latter stage of development is described as “self-authorship” (Kegan and
Baxter Magolda) and “individuative-reflective'' (Fowler) which suggests the ultimate goal is to
stand independently and apart from others. A third driver of this interpretation may be the
preoccupation among White North Americans with personal independence. Only more recent
research with non-dominant groups has developmental growth been described with more
communitarian rather than individualistic language (references). By offering rich descriptions of
the different moments we would anticipate among adolescents and emerging adults, along with
the implications for each for the person’s ability to live as a Christian disciple, I hope to make the
constructive developmental framework more accessible and useful to ministry educators.

II. Discipleship
Discipleship is a central concept within Christianity, framing what it means to be a follower of
Jesus Christ.  For the purposes of this paper, I suggest how a person understands discipleship
has implications in three areas: interpretation, affiliation and agency. How one affiliates with
others in community and interprets the world has implications for one’s sense of agency.

Interpretation By interpretation I mean the lens by which one understands religious belief and
moral values, as well as the manner in which one connects those beliefs and values to the rest
of one’s life and how one  makes sense of the world. Since every religious tradition espouses a
vision of life’s origins, meaning and purpose, religious traditions invite adherents to take on that
vision and interpret the world through its lens. For Christians, that includes one’s belief about
God, creation and the person of Jesus Christ, how one reads scripture and the values one
espouses. Scripture scholar Sandra Schneiders offers a definition of the interpretive nature of
Christian discipleship when she writes, “Discipleship is the condition of one who comes to live
habitually in the world of the New Testament revelation.”2 I understand that to mean that
discipleship calls one to interpret the world through the lens of the Gospel. Changes in
meaning-making capacity necessarily impacts how one understands the Gospel and do such
interpreting.

Affiliation By affiliation I mean the capacity for and awareness of a person to align oneself with
others. Discipleship also has implications for whom one associates with. Italian religious
educator, Luigi Giussani, argues that to engage productively in Christian interpretation, one
needs to enter the life it proposes. “It calls for a willingness to apply ourselves that …
nonetheless implies throwing our entire life into the community of the Church, and seeing the life

2 Sandra Schneiders, The Revelatory Text: Interpreting the New Testament as Sacred Scripture
(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1999), p 168.
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of the Church community as our own life.”3 Changes in one’s meaning-making capacity, with its
inter and intrapersonal dimensions, impacts how one affiliates with others as a disciple.

Affiliation can also refer to one’s alignment with the person of Jesus Christ. As meaning making
has inter and intrapersonal implications, changes in meaning-making has implications for how
one understands and relates to Jesus.

Agency By agency I mean the capacity to choose and to act. It usually implies intentionality, but
frequently the growing person is making choices, unaware of their agency in doing so or by
attributing those choices to authorities outside oneself. An indication of growth can be
recognizing the actions one has been doing by default, and taking ownership of those actions.
In either case. While one’s agency impacts one’s own life, it also affects that of others. How one
makes sense of Jeus’s call to discipleship shapes how one is in the world, influencing the
actions you take on behalf of others. “Then Jesus said to his disciples, “Whoever wishes to
come after me must deny himself, take up his cross, and follow me. For whoever wishes to save
his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for my sake will find it.” (Matt 16: 24-25, NAB).
Changes in meaning making capacity affects how one understands what it means to live as a
disciple, to lose one’s life or find it.

In the remainder of this paper I offer thick descriptions of the developmental moments (or
stages) as pertains to discipleship. I describe cognition, social awareness, identity, agency and
moral ordering, religious interpretation and religious affiliation. For each I suggest appropriate
interventions that may build or strengthen formation in discipleship.

III. Enriching the Descriptions
Since my concern is ministry with youth and young adults, I focus on the movements most likely
to be exhibited in the transition from older childhood to young adulthood. This trajectory
corresponds to Kegan’s movement from 2nd order (the imperial mind) to 3rd order (the
socialized mind) knowing4 and Fowler’s movement from Mythic-Literal to Synthetic-Conventional
faith.5 The works of Daloz Parks and Baxter Magolda inform this discussion, but they both start
their frameworks within this latter stage and do not attend to the significance of moving into it.6

Each of these frameworks leads to a later stage/moment that is indicated by a more complex
capacity for self-awareness, social connection and impact and ideological thinking, frequently
identified as “self-authoring.” While important and valuable for fleshing out a fuller description of

6 Sharon Daloz Parks, Big Questions, Worthy Dreams: Mentoring Emerging Adults in Their Search for
Meaning, Purpose, and Faith (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2019); Marcia Baxter Magolda, “The
Activity of Meaning Making: A Holistic Perspective on College Student Development” Journal of College
Student Development, Vol 50, n. 6 (2009), pp. 621-639.

5 James Fowler, Stages of Faith: The Psychology of Human Development and the Quest for Meaning
(San Francisco, CA: Harper & Row, 1981).

4 Robert Kegan, In Over OurHeads: The Mental Demands of Modern Life (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1994). Robert Kegan, The Evolving Self: Problem and Process in Human Development
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982).

3 Luigi Giussani, The Risk of Education: Discovering our Ultimate Destiny (Montreal: McGill-Queens
University Press, 2019), p. 76.
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discipleship, all the theorists find that this capacity is not reached, if it is attained at all, until
one’s later twenties to mid-thirties. Therefore, it is beyond the consideration for this paper.

A. Where We all Start

Cognition: We all enter adolescence starting from the unselfconscious, but self-interested
space of later childhood. Piaget noted that the cognitive capacity is concrete-operational, where
we gain the “capacity for ordering and categorizing the world of concrete reality….recognizing
cause and effect”, but of an immediate, tit-for-tat nature.7 As older children, we are increasingly
able to regulate our emotions and responses, and master self-control. We can be depended on
to make reliable decisions, if given clear instruction and strong expectations for completion.

Social awareness: As older children, we are embedded in a world of relationships with other
people, but do not recognize these relationships as such. Rather, other people are seen
atomistically, each separate and within their roles (e.g., parent, friend, teacher). When we do
begin to see the other as a person with their own opinions, hopes and dreams, we tend to
dismiss those interests when they differ from our own. At this stage, we cannot hold our point of
view and an alternate point of view simultaneously. As older children, we assume others see the
world as we do, because we believe that the way we see the world is the way the world is. As
such, we may take responsibility for something that is close at hand and impacts us (like their
parents’ divorce), but not for something we have done, but did not intend and do not personally
feel or see (like injury to a stranger). Simply, if we do not care about someone, their concerns
are no concerns of ours. On the other hand, if we do care about someone, we expect others to
care too.

Identity: Older children have no “sense of identity,” as that requires some capacity to see one’s
“self” as others see it. Rather, if asked about themselves, older children usually identify what
they do, what they like, and who they associate with. These are all external descriptors rather
than internal sensibilities to describe themselves.

Their associates are largely determined circumstantially; they are the people who make up their
worlds (e.g., school, family, neighborhood, teams, etc.). Friends are chosen within those settings
for their similar activities and likes.

Agency and moral ordering: At this stage, older children can learn to regulate their emotions
and have agency over their actions. However, moral “frameworks” are not understood as such
since frameworks live within the world of ideas. Therefore “morals” are best appreciated as
particular rules for behaviors, either allowed or prohibited. The meanings, intentions, or values
behind such rules would not yet be recognized. Nor is the young person likely to appropriately
translate a value found in one rule to a different set of circumstances and options. To the older

7 Parks, Big Questions, Worthy Dreams, p. 59.
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child, rules are arbitrary; whomever is “in charge” gets to decide. Rules come from some
authority beyond them (e.g., parents, teachers, God).8

At this stage, actions are largely determined by their self interest, even when that self interest
intersects with making other people happy. At this point in life, they are most likely to do the
“right thing” because someone important to them wants them to and it's in their best interest to
follow through. On the other hand, when they think no one is watching, or there are no negative
consequences, they may not follow through. In other words, extrinsic motivation is largely
central to their moral action. This characterization may seem harsh when we consider “good
kids.” I suggest that “good kids” have consistently found benefits in being good. On the other
hand, “bad kids” may not have experienced any consistent benefit in being good, and so their
acting in their own self-interest is more obvious.

Religious interpretation: In older children we see what Fowler called Mythic-Literal faith.9 Bible
stories are read in their most literal sense. Moral frameworks, like the Ten Commandments, are
read as a list of prohibitions (and the Beatitudes make no sense at all). And God is perceived as
some authority, much like others, but bigger and maybe all-seeing. If God is understood as
all-seeing or all-present, then they may extend God’s power beyond the confines of religious
spaces, but that extension is not automatic. If they are able to articulate greater meaning, it is
likely that important adults have provided them with the language and they know when and how
to use it. In fact, older children can become very proficient in religious instruction. They can
even contribute imaginatively to the interpretation of these elements.10 However, in each of
those instances they are largely depending on someone else to communicate what they mean
or offer a framework for their interpretation.

Religious affiliation is largely circumstantial. An older child belongs to a church because his or
her family does; or they go to church because their friends invited them. They are there because
someone important wants them to be there and/or they like being there. If asked about what it
means to belong to a particular church, they would most likely describe the things they do in
church. Again, if able to articulate more, the language has been provided for them.

Forming disciples: The most appropriate intervention for forming discipleship among older
children is participation in the life of the community. Concrete actions, including worship, bible
study, sacramental life, service work, are all things that older children can participate in and
contribute to in a meaningful way. Furthermore, immersion in the religious practices of the
community is important, and something at which they can excel because of the more concrete
nature of practices.

10 In this instance I refer to the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd, or Godly Play, both Montessori based
modalities of religious curriculum.

9 Fowler, Stages of Faith, p. 135ff.

8 This kind of “moral reasoning” was found by Christian Smith when he found “fully one in three (34
percent) of the emerging adults we interviewed said they simply did not know what makes anything
morally right or wrong.” Smith, et al, Lost in Transition: The Dark Side of Emerging Adulthood. New York:
Oxford University Press, 2011, p. 36..
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Even if they are most able to grasp the concrete elements and practices of faith, it is important
to provide some rationale, so these things make sense. While it is important to use language
that is understandable to older children, that does not mean “dumbing down” the faith such that
it becomes a distortion. For it is unwise to teach something that will have to be unlearned when
they mature. In fact, there may be elements to the faith tradition that are not possible for a
young person to fully comprehend, such as paradoxes: “For whoever wishes to save his life will
lose it, but whoever loses his life for my sake will find it.” (Matt 16: 24-25, NAB). In such
instances it becomes valuable to the young person if the adult disciple can say why such things
make sense to them as adults.

In fact, formation in discipleship is most effectively done within a wider community that is doing
likewise. If the older child can see that what they are doing (e.g., worship, prayer, service, moral
actions, etc.) is valuable as well to older peers and adults they care about, they are likely to
participate in and support those activities. However, if these things don’t seem to be important to
others, and the older child does not enjoy them, they are unlikely to carry them on when they
don’t have to. When discipleship is important to the people who are important to the older child,
it carries weight and impact, otherwise it seems arbitrary and just something adults make kids
do.

Some people age beyond childhood, but never develop beyond the more basic consciousness
named above. They may continue to be exclusively self-interested and limited in their ability to
see beyond the simplest of ideas. Faith practices and moral directions are just activities
unlinked to any larger rationale. Depending on the support and expectations within their context,
that status may be either perfectly fine or highly problematic for them. At the end of this next
section I identify the interventions that may help someone grow beyond this current stage. Here
follows a description of the next stage/moment on the developmental trajectory.

B. Looking to the World Around Us

Cognition: As we move toward adolescence dramatic changes begin to happen in the way we
make sense of the world. This change can be attributed to the significant neurological changes
going on in our pre-pubescent brain, as well as the experiences of wider social spheres and
expectations, what Kegan calls “culture’s ‘curriculum.’”11 With the right challenges and supports,
our cognitive capacities develop beyond the concrete-operational towards formal-operations.
With this cognitive shift, we are able to perceive the more “invisible” realities of ideas, values,
intentions, and relationships. Now actions are not simply actions, they are potentially filled with
meaning and intention. This shift will transpire over years and can be refined over time if we
experience the appropriate challenges and support. Both Fowler and Parks indicate a two step
move between concrete-operational thought and systemic/complex.12 The second step is a
refinement, that is called later formal operations. In section C, below, I expand on this later
stage. In this section I describe the abilities of early formal-operations.

12 Fowler, Stages of Faith, p. 179.
11 Kegan, In Over Our Heads, p. 10.
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Social awareness: The neurobiological changes of puberty bring on the capacity for
self-consciousness, the ability to see ourselves as being seen by others. As we begin to
recognize our inner lives, we start to attribute the same to others. What had been largely
invisible begins to become visible, including relationships, social connections, other’s
expectations and the consequence attached to others expectations. This awareness starts in
broad, undifferentiated ways. We can’t help but say things like, “Everybody knows…” Everyone
is going…”  Only when prompted will we stop to distinguish who makes up “everybody,''
recognize individual actors and the differences among them.

As well, we begin to perceive the social currency of our associations. We may begin to distance
ourselves from some existing associations. This accounts for the social brutality we exhibit in
our early to mid teenage years, when we drop childhood friends in favor of groups that seem
more acceptable. It also can be seen in our pursuit of romantic interests that we believe will
reflect well on us, without much regard for who the other persons are in themselves. Over time
we may learn that the relationship itself is important (i.e., it has intrinsic value). As Kegan notes,
“in order to get what they want for themselves they must learn, gradually and with
understandable ambivalence, the need to take out membership in a community of interest
greater than one, to subordinate their own welfare to the welfare of the team, even, eventually,
to feel a loyalty to and identification with the team.”13 Increasingly we can hold an alternative
point of view alongside our own, can learn to anticipate the needs and hopes of others, have
sympathy for others and respond appropriately without prompting.

At the same time, we begin to expect others will be able to anticipate our needs and be
sympathetic to our emotions, even if we never explicitly tell anyone what we need or feel. To a
great degree, we expect others to see us and the world much as we see ourselves and the
world. And while we are learning about social realities, we assume others experience these
realities just as we do. For we believe our experience of these social realities is the way they
are. Thus, there’s a strong tendency to assume that the people with whom we associate are just
like us. In fact, it can be surprising, even disturbing, when we discover that people close to us
can have very different perspectives from ours.

Identity: We may still identify ourselves by what we do, what we like and with whom we
associate, but our language becomes more self-referential. As an older child we would have
said “I play the tuba,” we now might say “I’m the kind of person who likes to play the tuba.” Our
language indicates a shift in our self-seeing that was not possible when we were younger
(Unless as an older child we were mimicking the language of a more mature person).

While our associates are increasingly chosen, they largely come from their established worlds
(e.g., school, work, teams, church, etc.). These worlds usually become more populous during
adolescence and emerging adulthood, increasing the number of people we interact with.
Beyond shared activities and preferences, now friends begin to be chosen for their shared
attitudes, outlooks and values.

13 Kegan, In Over Our Heads, p. 47.
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Agency and moral ordering: With this recognition of the social world, our attention as teens
shifts. As young teens, we are still largely driven by self interest, but a concern for how others
perceive us begins to hold sway in ways it never did before. It is for this reason that peers
become newly important to us. Most of the theorists speak of this shift as a recognition of and
assent to “external authorities,” but Kegan names it best when he identifies it as the ability to
subsume one’s self-interest to the interests of others and the relationships with others.14 In a
sense, our self-interest never disappears, but it is seen as bound up in the interests of others,
and not in the simple tit-for-tat reciprocity we would have expressed earlier.

The attention to the expectations of others means that, at this stage, we can exhibit inconsistent
behavior, depending on the social context. Within the church group, we exhibit the behavior and
attitudes expected there. But with different friends, such as at a party Saturday night, we exhibit
quite different behavior, because that is what is expected then and there. Social media platforms
can further complicate things, as each has their own expectations! It is easy for mature adults to
charge us as adolescents with a lack of integrity. Yet this inconsistency may be better read as a
sign of our ability to recognize and respond to the expectations of others, without yet
understanding why or how to live in a more integrated way. It is the settings in which we live, on
the other hand, that can be jarringly different from one another.

Along the way, we begin to recognize moral frameworks, but mostly uncritically. As adolescents,
we take on an understanding of what it means to be a friend, a member of a family, a member of
a community, a good employer, a good citizen, a Christian. We learn the values and
expectations of others and, rather uncritically, take them on as our own values and expectations.
With knowing what it “means to be” something, we gain greater agency. Now that we
understand what is expected of us, and what we expect of others, we don’t require constant
instruction, but can use our imagination to fill in what is not explicitly directed. More importantly,
we become self-directed, acting out of these expectations or values because it is the kind of
person we want to be. On the other hand, if prohibitions or practices make no sense to us, nor
to people important to us, we will not take them on as our own and will likely drop them.

Religious interpretation: Here is where we demonstrate what Fowler calls
Synthetic-Conventional faith, where “beliefs and values which link us with [important others]
take form in tacit, largely unexamined, unity.”15 We take on the practices, values, even language
of the faith community, but don’t necessarily question them deeply. We place our trust that this is
“what we do” as a community. We begin to use the language and extend the values into our own
actions, especially when we are acting in the community. Even “discipleship” can be vaguely
understood as something we all do.  This is especially true if the religious language is broadly
available in our world.

It may be possible for us to extend the religious imagination (and all it entails) to other settings,
if we have been prompted to do so or see the example lived out by others. But it is not

15 James Fowler, “Faith and the Structuring of Meaning” in Faith Development and Fowler, ed by Craig
Dykstra and Sharon Parks (Birmingham, AL: Religious Education Press, 1986), p. 29.

14 Kegan, In Over Our Heads, p. 47.
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something that we will know to do automatically. In fact, we are more likely to believe that God’s
power is restricted to the world of religion and other powers function in other worlds (e.g.,
politics, economics).

Religious affiliation: Up to this point, our religious affiliations have been largely circumstantial.
Yet as maturation progresses, we begin to imagine and make choices to continue or stop;
affiliation actually means something. It is at this moment when many of us choose to end our
religious affiliation because it is no longer compelling, required, or socially valuable.16 Some of
us will stay if continued belonging is important to people who are important to us. For example,
we may stay and get confirmed because it’s important to a grandparent, or it’s held out as
necessary to get married in the Church.17 However, in a social world where it is less common to
have religious affiliations, we are more likely to drop it. And this is where so many young people
do.  It is for exactly that reason that our formation in discipleship must build on what was
necessary and effective for us as older children: participating in religious practices within the
community.

Forming disciples: At this point, it becomes more important to us that things make sense and
that communities stand for something. Sometimes it becomes essential that we get a deep
explanation of an important issue, and sometimes it means we are surrounded by trusted others
for whom these issues are important. Three strategies in forming disciples come to the fore.

One is that the practices and rules of the communities begin to be backed up by meaningful
values or intentions. The concrete practices remain important, but now we require greater
verbalization around those practices. Now we begin to appreciate moral frameworks, or the
intention behind liturgical acts and roles. Now we can dig into the biblical texts to discover
greater meaning therein. However, it is not sufficient to simply tell us what we should think or
believe. Rather, invite us to reflect with you on these things. Encourage us to use our
imagination, so that we can begin to understand discipleship and extend it beyond the
immediate and obvious.  We need to learn to extend our religious sensibilities to other settings
and situations.

Two, be intentional about forming relationships with us. Be an attractive community. This does
not mean the church needs to be following the latest or coolest trend. Chances are you will
never beat out secular producers of “cool.”18 Rather, we are attracted to communities and
people who look like they are about something meaningful, that our presence and contribution
matter, and that you notice us and want us there with you.19 We can be brought into the

19 I make this argument that youth need to be “seen, known and valued” in themselves. Navigating toward
Adulthood: A Theology of Ministry with Adolescents (New York: Paulist Press, 2018), pp. 130-132.

18 This is an important claim of David White, in Practicing Discernment with Youth: A Transformative Youth
Ministry Approach (Cleveland, OH: Pilgrim Press, 2005).

17 In the Roman Catholic Church it is strongly urged that those baptized also be confirmed before
marriage (canon 1056).

16 Robert McCarty and John Vitek, Going, Going, Gone: The Dynamics of Disaliation in Young Catholic
(Winona MN: St. Mary’s Press, 2018). Cary Funk and Greg Smith, “Nones” on the Rise: One-in-Five
Adults Have No Religious Affiliation (Washington: Pew Research Center, 2012).
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community of disciples, not only for what we gain from it, but also as contributors for the sake of
others.

Three, help us recognize the relationship God already has with us. God is always already
present, but it is only now that we are really able to recognize and lean into it. This might be
done most obviously through our relationship with Jesus Christ. Because the second person of
the Trinity came to be incarnate in our world, and continues to function in relationships, we can
begin to be drawn effectively into that relationship, either through prayer, community worship,
service to others. By being invited to see the face of Christ in others, our imagination can be
sparked and broadened through very concrete means, to develop more “invisible” relational
qualities.

Forming young people into discipleship takes intentionality on the part of the church. In a world
where religious belief and belonging is less the norm, especially among young people, effective
formation for discipleship is so important at this juncture. Yet, if done well, some of us will
choose to stay, at which point there can be strong affiliation to the religious community, with
Jesus, and for discipleship.

C. Moving from Circumstantial to Selected

Cognition: As we mature, our capacity for formal-operations can grow more refined, if given the
appropriate support and challenges.  Beyond recognizing ideas, values, and intentions (simple
ideation), we can begin to recognize and understand ideological thinking. Now we can see that
actions and ideas are organized into systems; they are filled with meaning and intention that
project a vision. Our shift to later formal-operations will transpire over the course of years, if it
happens at all. It is best witnessed across the course of our undergraduate education. Therein
we are being trained to distinguish among theoretical frameworks in various fields of study.20 We
can become adept at distinguishing between ideologies and we come to identify and align with
favored ones. Within the world of religion, we may begin to identify and align ourselves with
different religious  leaders or theologians and how they articulate faith and discipleship.
However, it is important to note that at this moment, we are not knowingly constructing our own
ideological framework, but looking to trusted authorities.21

Even as there is still a need to look to trusted authorities, this move still involves a shift in locus
of authority, from exterior to interior.  Parks writes, “it does so most solidly by moving first from
dependence on a given Authority to dependence on a chosen authority - still external but one
that I now choose in accord with my own observations and lived experience.”22 While Parks and
Fowler both point to this second “step” within formal operations, the interpretation of that step
needs to be expanded upon for its value for Christian formation, for I believe it is in this

22 Parks, Big Questions, p. 115.

21 Such knowing construction would be Kegan’s 4th order capacity, and generally the goal of good
graduate education.

20 Kegan identifies the “goal” of undergraduate education of settling students solidly within third order.
Kegan, In Over Our Heads.
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transitional space that we see young people explicitly choosing for or against religious affiliation
or switching communities. Thus ministers and educators can play an important role in this
transition.

Social awareness: Just as we get better paying attention in the world of ideas, we are better
able to listen to and learn about the lives of those close to us. We grow the capacity to
distinguish among individuals and become more selective about the kinds of people with whom
we want to associate. While associations may still have social currency, now we are more
solidly at the point where relationships are valued intrinsically, and partners, friends, and other
associates are chosen for who they are in themselves. Similarly, it becomes important that we
share values and perspectives. However, there is still an expectation that those we have chosen
to align with see us and the world much as we see ourselves and the world.

Similarly, we are better able to distinguish among groups, better able to recognize what it means
to be a member of one group or another. Thus our group associations become selected rather
than circumstantial. However, when we belong to groups that are different from each other, we
are able to move between different groups, adapting our behavior or expressions to meet each
group’s expectations. We do this usually without difficulty or discomfort, simply because we
recognize what is expected of us in each setting. However, if we become disturbed by their
conflicting expectations, we still look to those outside ourselves to “solve” their discomfort.  At
this stage, we have not yet recognized that we can be the arbiter of our own integrity.

Overall, we can develop a strong sense of responsibility to our relationships, with both
individuals and groups. And expect the same from them.

Identity:  As associates are increasingly chosen, our sense of identity becomes increasingly
connected to these relationships and groups. We may develop what Erickson called “fidelity” to
the group and what it stands for.23 Thus, our sense of meaning and purpose becomes
associated with something larger than oneself.24 In fact, we may downplay or hide any
differences between the collective identity and our individual identity in an effort to fit well into
the collective.

Alternatively, we may actively claim membership in a group because it coheres with important
values or an aspect of our identity, whether race, ethnicity, sexuality, or politics. In those cases,
there’s a strong sense of standing for something important. Because we have chosen this group
for its vision and values, we frequently think that this is the best or only group of its kind worth
anyone’s attention.

There is a tendency toward dualistic thinking at this stage.25 Such that the identity within social
groups is often formed in contradistinction to other groups; who “we” are is expressed in
contrast to “them.” This can have a negative impact on our identity. For one, in our lack of real

25 Parks, Big Questions, pp. 130-131.
24 Erik Erikson, Identity, p 241
23 Erik Erikson, Identity: Youth and Crisis (New York: W.W. Norton, 1968), p.233.
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familiarity with the other, we often misrepresent who they are, thus distorting our sense of
ourselves.  Second, the boundaries that divide can gain tremendous importance. This can
create a vicious circle, potentially making division deeper.

Agency and moral ordering: At this point, we are able to recognize and critically evaluate
moral frameworks. We make a conscious choice to be part of a group, ascribe to its values as
our own, and follow its vision. We can be quite principled in our choices and be well informed in
our outlook. It is at this stage that we can speak of having a strong moral framework and be very
conscious of our choices and what we hope to achieve through them.

In fact, we can make effective moral educators, communicating the values and intentions behind
moral guidelines. We can make, as well, courageous and imaginative leaders. If asked why we
hold the views we do, we may offer a very articulate response. However, we will be doing so
within an ideological framework designed by someone in whom we have placed our trust, like a
religious or political leader.

Religious interpretation: We are still in Fowler Synthetic-Conventional faith, but our beliefs
and values are no longer tacit and unexamined. Now the practices, values, and language of the
faith community and theological vision are claimed as our own. In fact, we can think critically
about our stance, examine ourselves and others in light of its claims, and identify God’s action
and presence in light of its theological vision. We can take on leadership within the faith
community, teaching others what it means to be a member.

Since our religious perspective is more consciously chosen, we may become more consistent,
but it’s an integrity born of the religious community’s direction, not of our interior design.
Similarly, we are more likely to extend the religious imagination (and all it entails) to other
settings, if we have been prompted to do so, and have the model and companionship of others
doing likewise. However, if we don’t have that guidance or modeling, we may demonstrate deep
sincerity for our religious worldview, but pick up other worldviews in alternate settings.

Religious affiliation: When we consciously choose to stay in the church in which we were
raised, we can have a strong affiliation to the church and the values for which it stands. But this
stage of life can also mean deep disappointment with the church in which we were raised, if the
church does not reflect the values we have come to see as important in life. Often this comes
about when the values the church professes (e.g., love) stand in opposition to other teachings
(e.g., shunning LGBTQ persons). When such disappointment happens, our first tendency is to
imagine that the church we have known is the only legitimate expression of the faith. So we
either belong or don’t belong.

It takes time for us to discover how churches, even within a single denomination, can differ from
one another and that diversity can be legitimate. Once that diversity is recognized, we may feel
freer to choose to affiliate with a community that is quite different from the one in which we were
raised. However, that choice sometimes comes with a sense of disloyalty or fear of
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disappointing family members. Once the choice is made, we are likely to think we have made
the best choice, and may wish others would join us in our church community.

Whether we consciously choose to stay with the church of our youth, or we choose to switch
communities, we are demonstrating an internal authority over our choice of affiliation. However,
we are still looking to an external authority (the theological or church leaders) to direct that
church. We are affiliating with a given theology or ecclesial community; we are not knowingly
shaping the theological direction of that community.26

Forming disciples: When it comes to forming disciples at this stage it becomes more important
to consciously express different theological visions of belief and belonging. As maturing
persons, we will not immediately understand the difference between theological perspectives,
we will come to a richer understanding of how discipleship can be understood and expressed.
As indicated already, we can make strong leaders within the community, and so our formation
should contribute to our ability to be articulate, courageous and creative leaders.

At this point, the community needs to more obviously live out of the vision it professes.
Furthermore, it can be very helpful to us if leaders consistently and frequently articulate its belief
about God and what is ultimately held, and how that belief shapes the values and practices of
the community. While these larger perspectives may not have been understood at an earlier
stage, now we are eager to hear and have them shape how we take on and live into a vision of
discipleship that will endure over time and circumstances.

Finally, it is very helpful to investigate the biblical texts to become more intimate with the person
of Jesus found there. Similarly, a spirituality and life of prayer should also reflect the relationship
with God, through Jesus, that will deepen and sustain discipleship.

Conclusion
Constructive-developmental theory is helpful for understanding how discipleship, belief and
belonging can change dramatically over time.  As we work with youth and young adults, these
can be dramatic years for change in the person’s meaning making capacity, and so too their
sense of discipleship. Awareness of the differences can enhance our effectiveness as
formators, whether of young teens or young adults.

26 Such is the capacity of the next developmental stage (Kegan’s 4th order; Fowler’s
individuative/reflective; Parks’ tested commitment).


